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Context and proces 

 

 

 

• Internal and external push for a CE-strategy 

• The context: CE driven by each faculty, no common concept 
or strategy. 

• Method: SWOT and scenario building. 

• Inputs from internal boards, stakeholders and business 
panels 

• Scenarios build by small project team 

• Short time frame (6 months) 
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The method 

 

 

 

• Identify driving forces that are uncertain yet important for 
the specific subject matter. 

• Create a grid where each driving force is given more or less 
importance and build 2,3 or 4 scenarios from these 
constructed futures.   

• Build a story (a scenario) upon each possible future 

• Strive to balance the descriptions of all the scenarios so 
they all seem as genuine attractive and possible solutions   
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Learning points 

 

 

 

• Using scenarios creates a common language and symbols 
for alternative solutions 

• Helps demonstrate that strategic decisions is about 
prioritising resources 

• Clarifies which directions (scenarios) are not desirable 

• The method can easily draw in internal resources rather 
than help from external consultants etc.  
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Would more conventional approaches lead to the 
same ressult? 

 

 

 

• Maybe, but  important psychological and communicational 
aspects of the strategic decision would be missing: 

• What was not chosen? 

• What were the possibilities? 

• Which driving forces do we believe are the most 
important? 

 

Using scenario method helps to create commitment and 
unity around and behind the decision 

 

 


